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“You’re Either a Patriot or a Communist”: South Dakota
Landowners Notch Big Win Against CO2 Pipeline  
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On Monday, South Dakota’s Public Utilities
Commission unanimously denied Summit
Carbon Solutions’ application for a state
permit to run a carbon-capture pipeline
across the state. This is the second big win
for property rights and common sense in
South Dakota. Today we look at how this
came about, what landowners whose
property rights are threatened have to say,
and what we can expect from carbon-
capture companies going forward.  

Also, Congress is back in session, and sparks are already beginning to fly, as Republicans signal they’re
likely to try to impeach Biden and open to shutting down the government if that’s what it takes to curb
spending; and the FDA just approved new Covid injections. We look at what pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole
had to say over the weekend about them. 

Later in the show, Paul Dragu talks with popular agricultural radio personality Trent Loos about the
benefits of CO2 and other ag-related issues, and then Paul interviews Iowa’s Shelby County Supervisor
Steve Kenkel about what local officials need to know when dealing with carbon-capture pipelines. 

RELATED

Read “S.D. Farmers Celebrate Another Victory Over Carbon Capture.”

Learn the truth about what’s really behind carbon-capture pipelines with JBS’s free e-booklet, Exposing
the 2030 Agenda.

Join like-minded patriots in The John Birch Society in the ultimate quest to restore America. Join HERE.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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